1. Take I-75 south exit 260 (Mango).
2. The exit ramp divides in two, take the right lane and merge into MLK.
3. As soon as you merge in MLK get to the left lane and turn left in the first light (Falkenburg).
4. Continue on falkenbug pass first light (queen palm).
5. Continue on falkenbug pass second light (no name but just after the light you pass the railroad)
6. Turn left on the third light (Columbus Dr.)
7. Continue on Columbus Dr. until the road ends and you are force to make a left.
8. Continue on the road, to the left you will pass a parking lot and a building with big HCC letters. The next building to your left is the new building and the place where the PLC controlled automated process is located.
9. Merge in the parking lot and park in front of the new building.
10. Look for room 218 (second floor). If you take the stairs it will be to your right. If you take the elevator it will be to your left at the end of the hall.

Warning: Please drive slowly. There are many speed bumps and cops around.